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Investment Strategy

“A highly complex and sophis�cated trading strategy is implement into the algorithm
to generate outstanding and consistent proﬁts on the cryptocurrencies markets.”
A trend following automated strategy that focuses on mul�ple currency pairs on the M30 �meframe
to recognise the entry best entry and exit points, trend iden�ﬁers with inbuilt risk and reward
indicators. The strategy was implemented into the automa�c trading system a�er many years of
successfully trading manually and development of the systems. The system iden�ﬁes the strongest
signal from all currency pairs available (35+) and only trades once cycle at a �me. One cycle is
focused on one pair only and no new trades are opened un�l the previous cycle is completed. In
case any trades have drawdown the trading system manages the trades un�l the cycle closes in
proﬁts. The strategy and trading rules have been developed to be an op�mal trading system that
have been developed over many years and has been live for two years.The por�olio is operated on a
high speciﬁca�on VPS to ensure the fastest execu�on and stable 24 hours trading in order not to
miss any good market opportuni�es.
Risk Management
To keep risk at the lowest level and for op�mal returns, each trade will use a maximum of 2% of
the accounts balance and low drawdown techniques are in built in to the system which uses a
quan�ta�ve approach that aims to generate proﬁt from both upward and downward price
movements. As the system trades only once cycle at a �me, the risk level is vastly reduced when
comparing to systems that trade mul�ple symbols simultaneously. Inbuilt risk indicators focus on
reading price ac�on and candle forma�on in order to react to any breakouts or retracements and
the system is programmed not to execute trades during speciﬁc periods like news, economical
events and weekend gaps.
Account Management Highlights
Risk: Low - Medium
Investment: Minimum $5,000
Total Winning Trades: 67.74%
Maximum Drawdown: 8.15%
Growth: +81.36%
Performance Fee: 30%
Trading Style: Automated

Trading crypto exchange markets carry a substantial risk of loss and may not be suitable for everyone. Only
genuine "risk" funds should be used in such investments. Past performance reports and records do not
guarantee future performance, statistics or estimated returns. Any information provided must not, under no
circumstances be considered as a recommendation to engage in any trade or investment. No one can
guarantee profits or freedom from loss as well as any guarantee to limit the extent of losses. investors are
advised to carefully consider this form of investment before entering a programme.
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How to connect to your PAMM Manager
In order to invest in a managed Crypto Managed Account, please follow the below steps:
1. Create a Live TradeCx Account
2. Fund your Account with the minimum required
3. Sign and return LPOA (Limited Power of Attorney):
h�p://www.tradecx.com/documents/LPOA.pdf
4. Your account will be a�ached to your manager within 24 hours

Trading crypto exchange markets carry a substantial risk of loss and may not be suitable for everyone. Only
genuine "risk" funds should be used in such investments. Past performance reports and records do not
guarantee future performance, statistics or estimated returns. Any information provided must not, under no
circumstances be considered as a recommendation to engage in any trade or investment. No one can
guarantee profits or freedom from loss as well as any guarantee to limit the extent of losses. investors are
advised to carefully consider this form of investment before entering a programme.

